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Abstract: This research aimed at finding out how (ex)pre-service students prepare 
the teaching materials and conduct learning process during teaching practice.In 
this study, the researcher applied case study as the form of research. The data 
revealed that in the (ex) pre-service students’ teaching experiences, every (ex) 
pre–service students got different experiences or learning events when teaching 
practice. This could be seen by their experiences in preparing the learning 
materials and their experiences in conducting learning process. Generally, the (ex) 
pre–service students had been ready in preparing materials for their teaching 
practice class. In choosing teaching media, video and pictures were the favorite 
teaching media because of the simplicity and the visual object that every student 
liked. Most of (ex) pre – service students used communicative language teaching 
(CLT) as their teaching method. However, they still needed to innovate their 
teaching technique in developing their teaching skill rather than followed the old 
techniques.   
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Abstak: Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengetahui bagaimana mahasiswa yang 
sudah PPL mempersiapkan bahan ajar dan proses belajar selama praktik mengajar. 
Pada studi ini, peneliti menerapkan studi kasus sebagai bentuk penelitian. Data 
menunjukkan pada pengalaman mengajar mahasiswa yang telah PPL, setiap 
mahasiswa PPL punya pengalaman atau peristiwa belajar yang berbeda saat 
praktik mengajar. Ini terlihat pada pengalaman mereka dalam mempersiapkan 
materi pembelajaran dan pengalaman mereka dalam melakukan proses 
pembelajaran. Secara umum, mahasiswa PPL telah siap dalam mempersiapkan 
bahan karena adanya kelas praktek mengajar sebelum Praktik lapangan. Dalam 
memilih media pembelajaran, video dan gambar masih menjadi media pengajaran 
favorit karena kesederhanaan dan objek visualnya yang disukai setiap siswa. 
Sebagian besar mahasiswa PPL menggunakan pengajaran bahasa komunikatif 
(CLT) sebagai metode pengajaran mereka. Namun, mereka harus lebih berinovasi 
dalam menggunakan teknik pengajaran mereka untuk mengembangkan 
keterampilan mengajar mereka daripada mengikuti teknik lama. 
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eaching practice is an important subject for pre-service students of Teacher    
Training and Education Faculty. It is the main tool to learn in the real class 
and apply the teaching theories.As Ngidi and Sibaya (2003) state that teaching 
practice forms an integral part of teacher training and serves as the pre-service 
teacher’s initiation into the real-life world of the school. Teaching practice is the 
way to learn about teaching process by discussing it and talking about materials 
and techniques (Gower & friends, 2006). It includes the using of a language 
effectively and it describes what teacher going to do in a lesson. 
The significance of the research is to see the lesson that can be taken from 
other students’ experiences during teaching practice. The lesson can be taken from 
learning events in their teaching practice experiences. Learning events here is 
their personal experiences during teaching practice that inspires students in this 
case English students, for example how they modified the learning materials 
become the new fun strategy to teach English. It is also an event that can 
challenge the students to make a new innovation in teaching English. 
This research investigated (ex) pre–service students’ experiences during 
teaching practice and it influenced to the development of teaching English as 
foreign language. It was considered that teaching practice experience might  
involve a great deal of thinking about the design of lesson plan and the selection 
of class materials and activities. The researcher believed that learning from 
teaching practice would increase students’ knowledge and self-confidence. By 
questioning some (ex) pre–service students, researcher believed that there would 
be lesson that could be learned from (ex) pre-service students’ teaching practice 
experience in the school. Teaching practice covers some events that can be used to 
limit questioning that will be given to some (ex) pre-service students. First, how 
they manage the class during teaching practice, for examples: starting and 
finishing the lesson, using monolingual or multilingual class, teacher talk and 
students talk, maintaining discipline, and classroom arrangement. Second, how 
they manage resources such as equipment and teaching aids (the board, the 
projector, visuals, worksheets and work cards, the cassette recorder, and video). 
Third, how they use materials to improve they teaching learning process whether 
it is published materials or authentic materials. Fourth, how they develop skills 
and strategies which covered integrated skills, receptive skills (listening and 
reading) and productive skills ( speaking and writing). Fifth, how they present and 
practice language which cover structures (grammar and functions), vocabulary, 
and pronunciation. Sixth, how they give feedback to students which cover giving 
positive feedback, correction techniques, evaluation and testing. The last, how 
they plan lessons which cover lesson plans, researching the language, getting 
organized, follow-up and planning a series of lessons. 
According to Marais and Meier (2004), the term ‘teaching practice’ 
represents the range of experiences to which student educators are exposed when 
they work in classrooms and schools. That is why the purpose of this research is 
to investigate (ex) pre–service students’ experiences about their personal 
experiences of teaching learning during teaching practice faced by English 
students of Education faculty in Tanjungpura University. This research focuses on 
learning events during teaching practice experienced by (ex) pre-service students.     
T 
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According to (Leclercq & Poumay, 2005) “a learning event is any planned and 
managed experience that helps those involved learning new knowledge, skills, 
attitudes and behavior. For examples, counselling or coaching sessions, an 
experiential training course, a workshop, a team 'away day' are all learning 
events.” Learning events that researcher investigated is personal experiences of 
(ex) pre–service students during teaching practice, for examples: How they set the 
skill instruction, classroom discipline, classroom management, knowledge of 
materials, and planning skills that included how they design lesson plans and 
select the materials. The researcher wanted to know the personal experiences of 
(ex) pre–service students during teaching practice. The researcher believes, there 
is a lesson that can be learned after knowing their personal experiences during 
teaching practice. Researcher believes this research would be beneficial to create a 
professional teaching in the future.  
 
METHOD 
A method of this research is case study. Gerring (2007, p. 20) stated that 
“case study may be understood as the intensive study of a single case where the purpose 
of that study is – at least in part – to shed light on a larger class of cases (a population)” 
 The participants of this research is (ex) pre–service students who already 
finished teaching practice subject in academic year 2012 regular A and B. In other 
word, they are English students of Teaching Training and Education Faculty in 
academic year 2009. The researcher focused on finding the (ex) pre-service 
students’ teaching practice expriences. Researcher used questionnaire as indirect 
way and face to face interaction as the direct way to gather more information 
about (ex) pre–service students of English Department in Teacher Training and 
Education Faculty in academic year 2009.  
According to James (2007, p. 42),  A questionnaire is a written or printed 
form used in gathering information on some subject or subjects consisting of a list 
of questions to be submitted to one or more persons. A valuable technique of 
collecting a wide range of information from large number of individuals often 
referred to as respondents. Adequate questionnaire construction is critical to the 
success of a survey. 
The first part of questionnaire used the aspect of process in order to gain 
the information regarding the (ex) pre–service students’ experiences to prepare the 
materials. The second part of questionnaire used the aspects of their experiences 
to conduct learning process during teaching practice. The personal experiences on 
the aspect of process could be seen from the result of the questionnaire. The 
model of questionnaire can be seen in the scheme 1 :  
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Scheme 1 
Experiences to 
conduct learning 
process 
Experience to select & 
use the approach & 
strategy 
Experience to conduct 
learning process 
Experience to assess 
students’ outcomes 
Learning event  
(The lesson from 
teaching practice) 
Questionnaire 
Process 
Personal 
Experiences during 
Teaching Practice  
Planning 
Implementation 
Evaluation 
Experiences to 
prepare the 
materials 
Experience to find 
teaching purpose 
Experience to select & 
organize the learning 
materials 
Experience to use 
Teaching media 
Experience to use & 
select the teaching - 
method 
Experience to master & 
determine the learning 
materials 
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RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 
Finding 
1.  Student One 
 a. Experience to prepare the materials 
From  the observation  of the student 1’s personal  experiences, the  
researcher had  gotten  the  result  based  on questionnaire  that had been answered 
by the student 1. Based on the student 1 teaching practice experiences, to find the 
best teaching purpose for the lesson plan, the students 1 found it in the syllabus 
that was suitable with curriculum at that time which was in accordanced with 
textbook and also based on students’ need. The student 1 selected and organized 
the learning materials related to the  learning  purpose and also depended on the 
time allocation. The student 1 used video and pictures as the media of teaching. 
The student 1 stated that all kind of media were good because there was no 
limitation to use any kind of media to learn English as long as they were 
appropriate and related to the materials. The student 1 used communicative 
language teaching as the teaching method because communicative language 
teaching was suitable for the students and it encouraged the students to participate 
more in classroom activities. It also created the interaction among the students and 
the activities were more meaningful and purposeful. 
 b. Experience to conduct learning process 
Based on the student 1’s personal experiences to conduct learning process, 
student 1 mastered the learning materials related to students’ situation and 
condition by asking references book to the supervisor and also searched a new 
example related to the materials in the internet. Student 1 stated that it was 
difficult to determine the learning materials because there were many things that 
need to be considered when determining the learning materials such as the 
learning purpose, students’ characters and ability as well as the school condition. 
The student 1 used collaborative approach and demonstrative approach when 
teaching practice. The approaches were chose depending on situation and 
condition in the school, depending on the students’ characteristics and considered 
the students’ ability, facility, and materials. To get the students’ attention, the 
student 1 played the games, showed the related video and told story during 
teaching practice. To make the teaching -learning process proceeded smoothly, 
the student 1 gave instruction to the students when starting the class, gave them 
challenge or questions related to the subject. The student 1 also kept the fun 
atmosphere in class and created an interactive learning process. To maintain 
relationship with the students, the student 1 created an active and fun class gave 
more attention, care and also motivated them before closing the class. Student 1 
handled the naughty student by warning them not to make disturbance in 
teaching-learning process. To handle the introvert student, student 1 tried to make 
them participated in class. The student 1 assessed the process and outcomes of 
students’ learning by giving tasks and evaluating the students’ activeness and their 
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final score. If the outcome were not completed the standard, the student 1 would 
give the students an extra task and tried to re–explain the subject.  
The student 1 stated that after teaching practice, the student 1 learnt how to 
deal with big number of students in a classroom who had different characteristics 
and abilities in learning English. It was important to prepare materials that worked 
well with the students’ abilities. Putting some students with higher abilities with 
some students with lower abilities in a group work can be one of good strategies.  
The student 1 stated that if the student 1 was asked to teach futher, the 
student 1 would focus on preparation, selecting materials and process of teaching–
learning. It was because we needed to prepare all of things well before teaching-
learning process. The well prepared teaching items would make the next process 
also worked well. Materials needed to be selected based on the students’ needs, 
characteristics and abilities.  The materials should be appropriate and had good 
quality. Learning materials needed to be related to the learning topic. The process 
of teaching learning was the process in which the preparation and the learning 
materials were executed. It was important because these were the students took 
the knowledge and were required to accomplish certain learning purposes.  
 2.   Student Two 
 a. Experience to prepare the materials 
From the observation of student 2’s personal experiences,  the researcher 
got the result based on the questionnaire that had been  answered  by the student 2. 
Based on the student 2’s teaching practice experiences, the students 2 found the 
best teaching purpose in the syllabus that was suitable with curriculum at that  
time  and also in accordance with textbook. The student 2 also followed the basic 
and standard competences. The student 2 selected and organized the learning 
materials related to the learning purpose and also by seeing the learning materials 
from syllabus. The student 2 used pictures, power - point presentation and digital 
sound as the teaching media. The student 2 stated that digital sound  was  the  best  
media  to teach English because students could  hear  the  native  and could   
follow  them after that. In choosing teaching method, the student 2 used 
Communicative Language Teaching because this method made the student 2 
interacted with students more often. In mastering learning materials, the student 2 
asked references book to the supervisor (guru pamong), tried to understand the 
materials by learning them before teaching and also searched new example related 
to the materials by exploring the internet.   
b. Experience to conduct learning process 
Based on the student 2’s teaching practice experiences, to determine the 
learning materials was not difficult because all the learning materials were 
provided by the supervisor. The student 2 used music, storytelling, guessing game 
as the approaches and strategies in the teaching practice. Student 2 chose them 
depending on situation and condition in the school, also considered the students’ 
abilities, school facilities, and learning materials. Based on the student 2 teaching 
practice, to get the students’ attention, the student 2 asked their feeling and asked 
several questions related to the materials. To make the teaching–learning process 
proceed smoothly, the student 2 gave the students questions related to the subject. 
The student 2 kept the class atmospheres fun and created an interactive teaching–
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learning process. In maintaining relationship with the students during teaching–
learning process, student 2 sometimes created an active and fun class by making a 
joke, giving more attention and also motivated them before closing the class. The 
student 2 handled the naughty students by talking to them face to face about the 
problem. The student 2 handled an introvert student by talking to her or him more 
and tried to make them participate in class. In assessing the process and students’ 
outcome in learning English, the student 2 evaluated students’ achievement and 
their final score by giving tasks and asking the the student 2 tried to re–explain the 
subject and gave a private class to the students in outside classroom. Based on the 
student 2’s teaching practice experiences, learning event that the student 2 had got 
was an intensive supervise. If the outcomes of the students were not complete the 
standard, interaction with students helped the student 2 in the process of teaching 
practice. The student 2 stated that, if she or he was asked to teach again, student 2 
wanted to focus on approaching, selection of materials, and process of teaching – 
learning. The student 2 stated that the approach was the important part where the 
student 2 could get in touch with students personally. Selecting materials was also 
one of the important parts in teaching–learning process because the student 2 
stated that by selecting the appropriate materials would help in reaching the goals. 
The student 2 also stated that by providing the best atmosphere, teaching–learning 
process would be more comfortable.  
3. Student Three 
a. Experience to prepare the materials 
From the observation of student 3’s personal experiences, the researcher 
got the result based on the questionnaire that had been answered by the student 3. 
Based on the student 3’s teaching practice experiences, to find the best teaching 
purpose for the lesson plan, the student 3 found it  in  the  syllabus  that  was 
suitable with curriculum at that time and also in accordance  with  text  book. The 
student 3 also searched many resources, asked the supervisor and absolutely based 
on the students’ need. The student 3 selected and organized the learning materials  
related to the learning purpose, gave the materials in sequence way and depended 
on the time allocation. The student 3 often used pictures, song and digital sound 
(voice recording) as the media when doing the teaching practice. Based on the 
student 3 teaching practice experiences, song was the best media to teach English 
because students like to listening a song and they felt comfortable in the class. 
Based on teaching practice experiences, student 3 used communicative language 
teaching as the teaching method because it directly stimulated the students’ 
performance in the class by being active.  
 b. Experience to conduct learning process 
Based on student the 3’s personal experience to conduct learning process; in 
mastering the learning materials, the student 3 asked references book to the 
supervisor, understanding the materials by learning before teaching and searched 
new example related to the materials by exploring the internet. It was not difficult 
for the student 3 to determine the learning materials because the student 3 had 
been experienced as a private teacher and a course teacher so it was easy to 
explore and elaborate learning materials. The student 3 used ice breaking, problem 
solving, and brain storming as approach and strategy during teaching practice. To 
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choose an approach  or  learning strategy, the student 3 depended  on  situation  
and  condition  in  the  school and also  depended   on  students’  characteristics. 
The student 3 also created an interactive learning process during teaching practice 
by considering the students’ ability, facility, and materials. To get the students’ 
attention in the process of teaching practice, the students 3 played the games and 
sing a song together. To make the teaching learning process proceed smoothly, the 
student 3 kept the fun atmosphere in the class and created an interactive learning 
process. To maintain relationship with the students in the teaching learning 
process, the student 3 created an active and fun class by making a joke, gave more 
attention and also motivated them before closing the class. To handle the naughty 
student in the class, student 3 tried to talk directly by giving an advice. To handle 
an introvert student in the class, the student 3 tried to make them participated in 
class. The student 3 gave tasks to assess the process and outcomes of students’ 
learning.  The students 3 would give an extra task if the learning outcome of the 
students did not complete the standard. Based  on  the student 3 teaching practice 
experiences, the student 3 got  a learning event where doing  the observation  out 
of class was fun and  challenging  for  students to learn English. The student 3 
answered that if the student 3 asked to teach again, the student 3 wanted to focus 
on approaching, selecting materials, and the process of teaching – learning. It was 
because all of them were the foundation for teachers to master the way of 
conducting learning process in the class. 
 4. Student Four 
 a. Experience to prepare the materials 
From the observation of student 4’s personal experiences during teaching 
practice, the researcher got the result based on the questionnaire that had been 
answered by the student 4. Based on the student 4’s teaching practice experiences 
to prepare the materials; in finding the best teaching purpose for the lesson plan, 
the student 4 found it in the syllabus that was suitable with curriculum at that time 
and also in accordance with textbook. The student 4 also followed the basic and 
standard competences in the syllabus. The student 4 selected and organized the 
learning materials related to the learning purpose. The student 4 used pictures and 
video as the teaching media. Based on student 4 teaching experiences, video was 
the best media to teach English because it stimulated students’ to use their senses 
in the learning process, so students were able to maximize their abilities. The 
student 4 used communicative language teaching as the teaching method because 
the students more focused to their English learning then working (learning 
together) with group. 
b. Experience to conduct learning process 
Based on the student 4’s teaching practice experience to conduct learning 
process, the student 4 asked references book to the supervisor, understanding  the  
materials  by learning before teaching and searching  new  example  related  to the 
materials by exploring google to master  the  learning  materials. The student 4 
stated that it was difficult to determine the learning materials because we should 
select the materials that were appropriate with students’ abilities and needs. 
Student 4 used task based learning as the teaching approach. The student 4 choose 
it by considering the students’ abilities, facilities, and materials. To get the 
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students’ attention in the teaching practice process, the student 4 played the games 
and used pictures. To make the teaching – learning process proceeded smoothly; 
the student 4 gave instruction to the students when starting the class. To maintain 
relationship with the students, the student 4 tried to make a joke and motivated 
them before closing the class. The student 4 handle the naughty student by talking 
to them, warning them not to disturb their friends and asking their problem in 
learning English. To handle an introvert student, student 4 asked some questions 
and tried to make them   participate in class.  
Student 4 assessed the process and outcomes of students’ learning by 
evaluating from students’ activeness and their final score. If the outcome of the 
students were not complete the standard, the student 4 tried to re–explain the 
subject then re–testing them. The student 4 got teaching experience or learning 
event in  how to make students pay attention to English by using many teaching 
techniques, not only one technique. The student 4 would focus on preparation, 
methodology and process of teaching-learning process if student 4 was asked to 
teach again. It was because the student 4 thought that a teacher should had good 
preparation such as media and materials before teaching. A teacher also should 
select appropriate method for student and pay attention in teaching–learning 
process in order teacher be able to maximize students’ abilities and to know 
students’ abilities, weaknesses and their strong point in learning English. 
5. Student Five 
a. Experience to prepare the materials 
From the observation of student 5’s personal  experiences, the researcher got the 
result based on the questionnaire that had been answered by the student 5. Based 
on the student 5’s teaching practice experience to prepare the materials; in finding 
the best teaching purpose for the lesson plan, the student  5  found  it   in  the 
syllabus  that was suitable with curriculum at  that  time  also  in  accordance  with 
text book and based on students’ need. The student 5 selected and organized the 
learning materials related to the learning purpose. The student 5 used pictures and 
video as the teaching media during teaching practice process. Based on the student 
5 teaching practice experiences, video was the best media to teach English 
because the students could involve directly in catching the visual experience so 
they might be easily to understand. Student 5 used cooperative language learning 
as the teaching method during teaching practice. It was because cooperative 
language learning could make the student more experience in solving the problem 
together.  
 b. Experience to conduct learning process 
Based on the student 5’s teaching practice experience to conduct learning 
process, the student 5 tried to understand the materials by learning before  
teaching  to master  the learning materials related to the students’ situation  and  
condition  in  the  school. Based on the student 5 teaching practice experience, it 
was difficult to determine the learning materials because it needs the appropriate 
approach, strategies and materials. The student 5 used problem based learning and 
task based learning as the approach and strategy in the teaching practice. The 
student 5 choose  them  as  an approach  and  strategy depend on  situation and 
condition in the school, and also considered the students’ abilities, facilities, and 
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materials. Based on the student 5’s teaching practice experiences, to get the 
students’ attention, the student 5 tried to set their sit position and showed the 
related video. To make the teaching learning process proceed smoothly, the 
student 5 gave instruction to the students when starting the class. To maintain 
relationship with students when teaching – learning process, the student 5 
motivated the students before closing the class.  
The student 5 gave an extra homework as the way to handle the naughty 
student in the class. The student 5 tried to make the student participated in class as 
the way to handle an introvert student in the class. The student 5 gave task to 
assess the process and outcomes of students’ learning. If the outcome of the 
students did not complete the standard, student 5 tried to re – explain the subject 
and asked them to make a summary related to the subject’s topic. Based on the 
student 5 teaching practice experience, the student 5 got a learning event how to 
teach and how to manage the class. The student 5 stated that if the student 5 asked 
to teach again, the student 5 would focus on preparation, selecting materials, and 
process of teaching–learning process. It was because preparing our readiness 
before teaching then focusing to select the material and think about the step in 
teaching process is the important part of teaching. 
 
Discussion 
This research set out to describe the personal experiences faced by (ex) pre–
service students of English Education Study Program of FKIP UNTAN Pontianak 
during teaching practice; who took teaching practice program in 2012. The focus 
of this research covered two topics: experience to prepare the materials and 
experience to conduct learning process. The first topic was aimed to know about 
(ex) pre–service students’ readiness in preparing teaching materials during 
teaching practice. The second focus was aimed to know about (ex) pre–service 
students’ performance in teaching – learning process during teaching practice. 
Generally, the (ex) pre–service students have been ready in preparing 
materials for their teaching practice class. All of them found the best teaching 
purpose for the lesson plan in the syllabus that was suitable with curriculum at 
that time and also in accordance with textbook. They selected and organized the 
learning materials related to the learning purpose. In choosing teaching media, 
video and pictures still be the favorite teaching media because of the simplicity 
and the visual object that every student likes. Most of (ex) pre–service students 
used communicative language teaching (CLT) as their teaching method. They 
stated that method could encouraged the students to participate more in the class 
and the teacher could interact with students more often.   
In conducting learning process, most of them asked for references book to the 
supervisor (guru pamong) to know and to master the learning materials related to 
the students’ situation and condition. They also tried to understand the materials 
by learning before teaching and found the related materials in the internet. This 
showed that they really prepared and tried not to depend on one resource only by 
using internet as the way to find other fun related materials for their students. As 
known, the internet was full of information to be found, however not all of it was 
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suitable for teaching materials. It was because internet is a public forum where 
anyone could post any information they wanted to post.  
Most of (ex) pre–service students said that it was difficult to determine 
learning materials because there were many things that they needed to consider 
when determining the learning materials such as the learning purposes, students’ 
characteristics and abilities as well as the school condition. School condition 
included the facilities and also school system.  Most of them got obstacle with the 
school facilities because of the school far away from the town, unsupported 
infrastructure and hard to find transportation. However, some of them said that it 
was not difficult to determine the learning materials because they had been 
experienced as a private teacher and a course teacher. It showed that that they 
could explore and elaborate learning and elaborate learning materials more 
because they used to face it.  
Approaching and strategy was one of the important parts to conduct learning 
process. Most of them choose an approach and learning strategy depended on 
situation and condition in the school. However, each of them had the different 
way in applying approach and strategy when teaching practice. Some approach 
that they used when teaching practice were ice breaking, problem solving, brain 
storming, tasked based learning and problem based learning. Most of them used 
tasked based learning as the approach that shows traditional approach was still 
exist in the school. As well as approach, some traditional strategy was also still 
exist in school, such as telling stories, listening music and playing the games. This 
showed that they were lack of innovation in finding teaching strategies. 
It was rare to find that the (ex) pre–service students who could keep the fun 
atmosphere in the class in order to make the teaching–learning process proceeded 
smoothly. They said that giving instruction to the students when starting the class 
and giving questions related to the subject were their way to make the teaching–
learning process proceeded smoothly. However, in maintaining relationship with 
the students, some of them tried to make a joke to create alive and fun class in the 
teaching–learning process. Most of them said that being motivator to the students 
and giving more attention were the ways to get close to the students. This showed 
that they were trying to know about students’ problem inside classroom or outside 
classroom in order to know more about the students’ characteristics.  
Most of (ex) pre–service students said that talking directly while giving 
advice was the way to handle the naughty students in the class rather than by 
giving punishment to them such as giving an extra homework. It was because a 
naughty student could not be forced by giving him or her punishment. Punishment 
only made their spirit to study English getting lower. However, handling a 
naughty student was not seems as handling the introvert students. An introvert 
student needed to be forced to be participated actively in class, here most of (ex) 
pre–service students tried to make introvert students participated in class. This 
showed that the suitable learning strategy was needed here such as making a small 
group where the members of group consisted of an active student and an introvert 
student too. This was also can be a good way to make the teaching – learning 
process proceeded smoothly. The teacher also needed to control actively students’ 
improvement toward English day by day.   
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Most of (ex) pre–service students assessed the students’ outcome by 
evaluating the students’ activeness and their final score. It rarely found that they 
assessed the students’ outcome by observing the students attitudes toward subject. 
In this case, they did not explore about the students’ ability toward English such 
as trying to train some competent students to follow speech contest, debate in 
English or even sing a song in English contest. Based on the explanation above, 
students could have an extracurricular to drill their English abilities more. 
“Learning event is described as the activity of the learner (receives, practices, 
creates, etc), the teaching event describes the activity of the teacher such as: 
transmits, guides, comforts, etc (Leclercq and Poumay, 2005)”. Most of teacher 
always faced that the students’ outcome did not complete the standard. Some of 
them found that re- explaining the subject was the way to encourage students’ 
outcome. However, it was hard to re- explain the subject again because it was 
time consuming. It would be better if the teacher has an extra time outside the 
class such as giving a private class rather than re- explaining the subject. 
As Leclercq and Poumay (2005) stated that training or learning strategy is a 
combination of Learning Events. Some (ex) pre–service students found the 
learning event while teaching practice to be their future strategies to teach English 
better. The student 1 stated that she or he learnt how to deal with big number of 
students in a classroom with different characteristics and abilities in Learning 
English. The student 1 also found that it was important to prepare materials that 
work well with the students’ abilities. She or he said that by putting some students 
who have higher abilities with some students who have lower abilities in a group 
work could be one of good strategy, in this case in teaching English. The student 2 
said that having a good interaction and relationship with students while teaching–
learning process would help teacher to make the learning process preceded 
smoothly. The student 3 stated that inviting the students to have an observation 
outside the class was the fun and challenge strategy to teach English. The student 
4 said that using  many teaching techniques would help teacher to make students 
pay attention to English subject. The student 5 said that teaching was not only the 
activity to teach the students but also how the teacher managed the classroom 
activities over all.  
In conclusion, the personal experience that faced by (ex)pre–service students 
during teaching practice has some conclusion;  most of them chose the some way 
in preparing the materials, in selecting approach and strategy, in selecting teaching 
method, and in conducting learning process. It was found that every part of 
teaching learning process was the important part and they needed to be focused. It 
was because each part was the chain of other part (preparation–approaches–
strategies–materials-process). However, most of (ex) pre–service students ignored 
the approches and strategies in teaching practice. They stated that only 
preparation, selecting materials and process of teaching–learning will became 
their focus for their next teaching activity.  
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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
Conclusion 
In accordance with the   research problems of this research, it is found that the 
five of (ex) pre–service students generally have good preparation before teaching 
practice. About 60%  or there are three of  five participants of this research, in this 
case (ex) pre–service students used Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) as 
their teaching method. They also got different learning events during teaching 
practice. Some learning events that can be considered to their future are: First by 
putting some students with higher abilities with some student with lower abilities 
in a group work can be one of good strategy. Second, by doing outdoor class is 
fun and challenging for students to learn English. Third by making students pay 
attention to English subject, teacher   needs to use several teaching techniques. 
The last, By managing the class with the big number of students is the teacher’s 
challenge. That is why more interaction with students can help the teacher to 
make the teaching–learning process proceeded smoothly.  
Suggestions 
Considering this findings, the researcher would like to propose some 
suggestions. First, the pre-service students should be able to analyze the syllabus 
before they arrange their own teaching plan. Second, It is important for the pre–
service students to build good relationship with the supervisor (guru pamong) and 
to prepare the well- prepared teaching materials before teaching. Third, Asking 
the supervisor to help if it is difficult to determine the learning materials. 
Moreover, the instruction may help them to be self confidence to teach in order to 
create the teaching–learning process proceeded smoothly. The last for the future 
teaching practice, the researcher suggests based on the participants personal 
experiences in teaching practice that readiness is really important to practice well 
all of the teaching theory. That is why pre–service students should prepare 
themselves with lot of knowledge and creativeness. 
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